In this paper, we propose an unsupervised datadriven approach to predict real-time locational marginal prices (RTLMPs). The proposed approach is built upon a general data structure for organizing system-wide heterogeneous market data streams into the format of market data images and videos. Leveraging this general data structure, the system-wide RTLMP prediction problem is formulated as a video prediction problem. A video prediction model based on generative adversarial networks (GAN) is proposed to learn the spatio-temporal correlations among historical RTLMPs and predict system-wide RTLMPs for the next hour. An autoregressive moving average (ARMA) calibration method is adopted to improve the prediction accuracy. The proposed RTLMP prediction method takes public market data as inputs, without requiring any confidential information on system topology, model parameters, or market operating details. Case studies using public market data from ISO New England (ISO-NE) and Southwest Power Pool (SPP) demonstrate that the proposed method is able to learn spatio-temporal correlations among RTLMPs and perform accurate RTLMP prediction.
I. INTRODUCTION
L OCATIONAL marginal price (LMP) prediction is critical for energy market participants to develop optimal bidding strategies and maximize their profits. However, the increasing integration of renewable resources leads to high uncertainties in both electricity supply and demand, which then increases price volatility in electricity markets and makes LMP prediction difficult for market participants.
To mitigate price volatility, LMPs in US electricity markets are settled twice in the day-ahead (DA) and real-time (RT) markets [1] , [2] . As a spot market, the RT market experiences higher price volatility compared to the DA market (which is a forward market) [3] . Therefore, real-time LMPs (RTLMPs) are less predictable compared to day-ahead LMPs (DALMPs).
LMPs can be accurately predicted if the power grid parameters, topology, and operating conditions are perfectly known. However, these confidential modeling details are typically not shared with market participants. This leads to more challenges for market participants to predict the highly volatile RTLMPs.
Existing methods predict LMPs from either system operators' perspective or market participants' perspective. In [4] - [6] , simulation-based methods and multiparametric programming approaches are proposed to predict LMPs from Zhongxia Zhang and Meng Wu are with the School of Electrical, Computer and Energy Engineering, Arizona State University, Tempe, AZ, 85281 USA email: zzhan300@asu.edu, mwu@asu.edu. system operators' perspective. These methods assume perfect knowledge of system models, which is not available to market participants. In [7] - [9] , data-driven LMP prediction algorithms are developed based on the concept of system pattern regions (SPRs) [7] . These algorithms do not require detailed information on system operating conditions and network models. In [9] , a support vector machine is trained using historical market data to learn the SRPs which represent the relationship between LMPs and system loading conditions. However, this method only predicts future LMP ranges instead of specific LMP values. Moreover, this SPR-based method require predicted nodal load data as inputs for accurate LMP prediction, which is not always available to the public. The method is tested in simulated markets without generation offer variation. These simulations cannot fully represent real-world market operations, since generation offers vary significantly and are highly related to LMP variations in practical energy markets.
From the market participants' perspective, most LMP prediction methods focus on recovering grid models using historical market data [10] . These methods estimate parameters of the optimal power flow (OPF) models [11] and capture the underlying market structure of the dc OPF problem [12] . These OPF-related methods are computationally expensive. Moreover, their LMP prediction accuracies are highly dependent on the accuracies of the estimated OPF model parameters, which could not be guaranteed for real-world systems with a large number of model parameters that could change over time.
Another group of methods predict LMPs by learning the linear or nonlinear relationship between historical LMPs and uncertain demands. In [13] - [15] , time-series statistical methods, such as ARMAX model [13] , ARIMA model [14] , and AGARCH model [15] , are developed to learn such linear relationship. In [16] - [18] , data-driven machine learning approaches, such as neural network methods [16] , [17] and nearest neighbors model [18] , are applied to learn such nonlinear relationship. These methods only capture the temporal correlations between LMPs and demands, without considering the spatial correlations among system-wide LMPs.
To overcome the above disadvantages, we propose a purely data-driven approach for predicting system-wide RTLMPs using spatio-temporal correlations among heterogeneous market data, without requiring any confidential information on system topology, model parameters, or market operating details. In this paper, we make the following contributions: 1) We introduce a general data structure for organizing system-wide heterogeneous market data streams (i.e., LMPs, loads, generation offers, weather conditions, etc.) into the format of market data images and videos. This general data structure enables us to leverage various image and video prediction/processing methods for LMP prediction and other data-driven energy market analytics. 2) We formulate the RTLMP prediction problem as a video prediction problem. A GAN-based [19] video prediction model is trained with multiple loss functions to learn the spatio-temporal correlations among historical RTLMPs. This model is applied to predict system-wide RTLMPs for the next hour, using only public data. An ARMA calibration method is proposed to improve the RTLMP prediction accuracy. To our best knowledge, this is the first study incorporating video prediction technology to the prediction and analytics of energy market data. The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section II defines the data structures for market data images and videos, and formulates the price prediction problem as a video prediction problem; Section III proposes the GAN-based price prediction model with multiple loss functions; Section IV proposes the ARMA calibration model for improving price prediction accuracy; Section V presents the features selected for the price prediction problem; Section VI presents the case study results; Section VII concludes this paper.
II. PROBLEM FORMULATION
In this section, we introduce the basic concepts of digital image and video. We then organize system-wide historical market data into a series of time-stamped matrices and map these matrices to a series of market data images. By concatenating these market data images, we form a historical market data video. We formulate the next-hour RTLMP prediction problem as a problem of predicting the next frame of the market data video, given the input historical market data video. With this formulation, state-of-the-art video prediction models can be applied to predict next-hour RTLMPs across the entire system.
A. The Motivating Example: Visualizing LMPs as An Image
Our LMP prediction method is motivated by the visualization of system-wide LMPs using color-coded values on the corresponding system map [20] . Fig. 1 shows such visualizations generated using RTLMPs (from 1:00 AM to 11:00 AM on 5/15/2019) obtained from 56 price nodes within the territory of Atlantic Electric Power Company (i.e., the AECO price zone) in PJM Interconnection [20] . In Fig. 1 , eight price nodes are explicitly identified on the image at 1:00 AM with their RTLMP values and corresponding zipcodes. The coordinates of the price nodes represent their geographical locations in the system. At the bottom of Fig. 1 , six images are generated using system-wide RTLMPs at six different hours. The colors on these six images vary both spatially (within the same image) and temporally (between consecutive images), indicating the spatio-temporal variations of RTLMPs. This example clearly shows the spatio-temporal correlations among system-wide RTLMPs can be captured by the spatio-temporal color variations across a series of time-stamped images. This series of time-stamped images then forms a video consisting of the above RTLMP visualizations. The smooth RTLMP visualizations in Fig. 1 are generated using biharmonic spline interpolation [21] . In Fig. 2 , two different interpolation techniques (biharmonic spline interpolation for Fig. 2 (a) and nearest neighbor interpolation for Fig. 2 (b)) are applied to an identical dataset (RTLMPs at 56 price nodes at 1:00 AM on 5/15/2019, in AECO price node). The nearest neighbor interpolation results in a less smooth RTLMP visualization with exactly 56 different color zones. Each color zone corresponds to the RTLMP value of a particular price node. These 56 color zones in Fig. 2(b) are then re-organized to generate the image in Fig. 2 (c), with 56 colored squares of the same size. The color of each square is fully determined by the RTLMP value at the corresponding price zone. These colored squares represent pixels in a colored digital image, which are the smallest addressable element in an image. In the following section, we formally define data structures for colored digital pixels, images, and videos. 
. This vector defines the (i, j) th pixel of the colored image, where v r i,j (t), v g i,j (t), v b i,j (t) ∈ [0, 1] denote the red, green, and blue color codes for the pixel, respectively. The values of
indicate the percentages of red, green, and blue color components in the pixel, and fully determine the color intensity of the pixel. For example, v i,j (t) = [1, 0, 0], v i,j (t) = [0, 1, 0], v i,j (t) = [0, 0, 1], v i,j (t) = [0, 0, 0], and v i,j (t) = [1, 1, 1] define red, green, blue, black, and white pixels, respectively. Definition 3. Let a series of time-stamped matrices, V = {V (1), · · · , V (t), · · · , V (T )}, represent a digital video obtained during the time interval [1, T ] . Each time-stamped image V (t) is defined as a frame of the video V at time t.
The above definitions represent a digital video as a series of time-stamped matrices. Each matrix element consists of three real numbers within a certain interval (i.e., the red, green, and blue color codes of a pixel within [0, 1]). To apply video prediction techniques for our RTLMP prediction problem, in the following section, we normalize historical market data into a certain interval and organize the normalized market data into the data structures of digital images and videos.
C. Normalization of Historical Market Data
Let C be the set of historical market data (of a particular type) collected hourly from K different price nodes within time interval [1, T ] . Let c k (t)∈C be a particular market data point collected from price node k at time t, where k = 1, 2, · · · , K, and t = 1, 2, · · · , T . For the RTLMP prediction problem, c k (t) may represent a data point for historical RTLMPs, DALMPs, demands, generations, temperatures, etc. c k (t) is then normalized to [−1, 1] as follows:
In (1)- (3), c norm k (t) denotes the normalized value of c k (t); min(C) denotes the smallest value in C; max(C + ) denotes the largest value in C + . The normalized market data c norm 1] , instead of [0, 1] (the range of pixel color codes), these two intervals can be easily converted to each other.
D. The Market Data Images and Videos
Consider a wholesale electricity market with M ×N price nodes. A set of historical market data of various types (such as RTLMPs, DALMPs, demands, generations, temperatures, etc.) can be collected at each price node.
vector containing three types of normalized market data obtained from the (i, j) th price node at time t. Let V norm (t) be a M ×N matrix whose (i, j) th element is v norm i,j (t). According to the data structures defined for images and videos, V norm (t) can be viewed as a colored digital image with a resolution of M ×N , and v norm i,j (t) can be viewed as the (i, j) th pixel of this colored digital image. By concatenating a series of such market data images, we obtain V norm = {V norm (1), · · · , V norm (t), · · · , V norm (T )}, which can be viewed as a colored digital video containing three different types of historical market data obtained at M ×N different price nodes for time interval [1, T ] .
With the above data representation, the correlations among different pixels in the market data images V norm (t), such
, represent the spatial correlations among historical market data collected from different price nodes (locations) at time t; the correlations among the (i, j) th pixel obtained at different time, such as v norm
, represent the temporal correlations among historical market data collected from the same price node (location) at different time. Fig. 3 shows a market data video consisting of 6 hourly market data images/frames generated using historical data from 56 (7×8) price nodes in the AECO price zone. Each square in Fig. 3 represents a pixel whose red, green, and blue color codes take the value of normalized RTLMP, real power demand, and temperature at the corresponding price node, respectively. The color of each pixel is fully determined by the corresponding market data values (after normalization). It is clear the spatiotemporal variations of the pixel colors represent the spatiotemporal variations of RTLMPs, real power demands, and temperatures during these 6 hours across the AECO price zone. If a learning model is trained to learn the spatio-temporal color variations in the historical market data video, this model could then be applied for system-wide RTLMP predictions.
Although in the above discussion we represent the market data pixel v norm i,j (t) using three types of market data (such as RTLMP, real power demand, and temperature in Fig. 3 ), this concept of market data pixel can be easily extended to representing l different types of market data, where l is a positive integer. In Section V, a feature selection process is introduced to identify the l types of market data which contribute the most to the RTLMP prediction problem. 
E. Formulation of The RTLMP Prediction Problem
As discussed in the previous section, the normalized historical market data obtained across the system can be organized into a historical market data video V norm = {V norm (1), · · · , V norm (t), · · · , V norm (T )}. The RTLMP prediction problem is then formulated as a video prediction problem. The objective is to generate a future video frameV norm (T + 1), such that the conditional probability p(V norm (T + 1)|V norm ) is maximized. The generated video frameV norm (T +1) contains predicted RTLMPs for the future time T +1. The predicted market data should follow the spatiotemporal correlations of the historical market data.
III. GAN-BASED RTLMP PREDICTION
In this section, a deep convolutional GAN model is proposed to solve the above RTLMP prediction problem. The GAN model is trained using multiple loss functions that are capable of capturing correlations among system-wide historical RTLMPs both spatially and temporally. This work is inspired by the video prediction approaches in [22] - [24] .
A. The GAN-Based RTLMP Prediction Model
The proposed GAN model consists of a generative model G and a discriminative model D. Both G and D are convolutional neural networks. Fig. 4 shows the training procedure of the GAN model. In the architecture shown in Fig. 4 , G and D denote the generator and discriminator neural networks, respectively; X = {X(1), · · · , X(n)} denotes the input market data video with normalized historical RTLMPs and other types of market data obtained at different price nodes at n consecutive time instants, X⊂V norm ; Y denotes the market data image with normalized historical RTLMPs and other types of market data obtained at different price nodes at time n + 1, i.e., Y = X(n + 1)∈V norm ;Ŷ = G(X) denotes the generated video frame at time n + 1, with the predicted RTLMPs at different price nodes.
The generator G is trained to generate a market data imagê Y = G(X) based on the input historical video X, such that the conditional probability P (Ŷ |X) is maximized. The generated imageŶ and the ground-truth image Y are then concatenated with the input video X to form two new videos, {X,Ŷ } and {X, Y }. Taking the new videos as inputs, the discriminator D is then trained to classify {X, Y } as real and {X,Ŷ } as fake. The discriminator output, D({X, ·})∈[0, 1], is a scalar indicating the probability of the input video {X, ·} being the ground-truth video. Upon training convergence, which means the distance between the generated imageŶ and the groundtruth image Y is small enough given input historical video X, the discriminator D cannot classify {X, Y } and {X,Ŷ }.
B. The Discriminative Model D
The discriminator D is a convolutional neural network. It is trained by minimizing the following loss function (distance function) to classify the input {X, Y } into class 1 (i.e., Y is classified as the ground-truth X(n + 1)) and the input {X,Ŷ } = {X, G(X)} into class 0 (i.e.,Ŷ = G(X) is classified as the generated fake imageX(n + 1)):
where L bce is the binary cross-entropy loss:
where K ∈ [0, 1] and S ∈ {0, 1}. L bce (K, S) measures the distance between the discriminator output K = D({X, ·}) and the label S (S i = 1 and S i = 0 for real and generated images, respectively). By minimizing the above loss function, the discriminator D is forced to classify D({X, Y }) as real (with label 1) and D({X,Ŷ }) as generated (with label 0).
C. The Generative Model G
The generator G is also a convolutional nerual network, which could account for dependencies among pixels (i.e., the spatio-temporal correlations among historical market data). The neural network architecture is adopted from the deep video prediction model in [23] . The objective of G is to minimize a certain loss function (distance function) between the generated market data imageŶ = G(X) and the groundtruth image Y = X(n + 1). This paper adopts four loss functions from [23] , [25] to quantify the distances between Y andŶ from various perspectives. These loss functions are combined to form the following weighted loss function for training G:
where L G (X, Y ) denotes the overall weighted loss function for training G;
, and L dcl (X, Y ) denote the four individual loss function terms (introduced separately in the following sections); λ adv , λ p , λ gdl , and λ dcl denote the hyperparameters (weights) for adjusting the tradeoffs among these loss terms.
1) The p-norm Loss Function L p (X, Y ): This loss function measures the p-norm distance between the generated and ground-truth market data imagesŶ = G(X) and Y :
where · p denotes the entry-wise p-norm of a particular matrix, with p = 1 or p = 2. Euclidean distance or Manhattan distance betweenŶ and Y is calculated when p = 2 or p = 1, respectively. During the training process, this loss function forces the generator G to generate the next-hour market data imageŶ that is close to the corresponding ground-truth image Y by minimizing the difference between Y andŶ .
2) The Adversarial Loss Function L G adv (X, Y ): The following loss function is adopted to capture the temporal correlations among historical market data [22] - [24] :
During the training process, the adversarial loss function forces the generator G to generate the next-hour market data imageŶ that is temporally coherent with the input historical market data video X, such that the generated video {X,Ŷ } is realistic enough to confuse the discriminator D. This is achieved by minimizing L bce (D({X,Ŷ }), 1), which measures the distance between the discriminator output for the generated market data video and the label for real market data video.
3) The Gradient Difference Loss Function L gdl (X, Y ): The following loss function is adopted to further capture the spatial correlations among historical market data [23] :
where α ≥ 1, α ∈ Z; Y i,j andŶ i,j denote (i, j) th pixels in the ground-truth and generated market data images Y and Y = G(X), respectively. During the training process, this loss function forces the generator G to generate the next-hour market data imageŶ that has similar pixel gradient difference information compared to the ground-truth image Y . Since the pixel gradient difference information captures the spatial variations of historical market data, this minimization ensures the generated market data fully captures the spatial correlations among system-wide historical market data.
4) The Pixel Direction Changing Loss Function L dcl (X, Y ): Different from classical video prediction problems, we would like to correctly predict whether RTLMPs will increase or decrease in the next market clearing interval. The following loss function is introduced to capture the changing directions of market data pixels over time [25] :
where sgn(·) is the sign function:
During the training process, this loss function forces the generated market data video {X,Ŷ } to correctly follow the pixel changing directions in the ground-truth video {X, Y } by penalizing incorrect market data trend predictions over time.
D. Adversarial Training
The GAN-based RTLMP prediction model is trained through the adversarial training procedure in Fig. 4 . Algorithm 1 summarizes the training algorithm. The generator G and discriminator D are trained simultaneously, with their model weights, W G and W D , updated iteratively. The stochastic gradient descent (SGD) minimization is adopted to obtain optimal model weights. In each training iteration, a new batch of M training data samples (i.e., M historical market data videos) are obtained for updating W G and W D . Upon convergence, the generator G is trained to generateŶ as realistic as possible, such that the discriminator D cannot confidently classify {X,Ŷ } into 0 as a generated video. 
IV. AUTOREGRESSIVE MOVING AVERAGE CALIBRATION
The above GAN model is trained using year-long historical market data, and applied to perform RTLMP predictions hour by hour for the following year. Due to fuel price fluctuation, load growth and generation/transmission systems upgrade, the market data statistics may vary year by year. This may cause deviations between the ground-truth and predicted RTLMPs, as the generator G is trained using market data from previous years. For better prediction accuracy, the RTLMPs generated by GAN are calibrated through estimating their deviations from the ground truth:
where ∆ŷ(i + 1) = y(i + 1) −ŷ(i + 1) + e(i + 1)
where y(i + 1),ŷ(i + 1), and y(i + 1) denote the ground-truth RTLMP, the RTLMP generated by G, and the RTLMP after calibration at time i+1 for a particular price node, respectively; ∆ŷ(i + 1) denotes the estimated difference between y(i + 1) andŷ(i + 1); e(i + 1) denotes the estimation error.
The ARMA model below is applied to estimate ∆ŷ(i + 1):
where µ denotes the expectation of ∆ŷ(i + 1), φ k and θ k are the autoregressive (AR) and moving average (MA) parameters of the ARMA model, respectively; ε(i) represents the white noise error terms at time i; p and q denote the orders of the AR and MA terms of the ARMA model, respectively. Appropriate values of p, q, µ, φ k , θ k , and the variance of the white noise series ε(i) are identified using historical data [26] - [28] .
V. FEATURE SELECTION
Based on the data structure defined previously, each market data pixel in the GAN prediction model may contain l different types of market data points (after normalization), i.e., v norm i,j
. This section identifies the following four types of market data that are highly related to the RTLMP prediction problem and are publicly available in many US electricity markets.
Real-Time LMP Data: To learn the spatio-temporal correlations among historical RTLMPs, the proposed prediction model is trained using historical RTLMPs. Fig. 5 shows the histograms generated using RTLMPs from ISO-NE in 2014-2016. It is clear that although RTLMPs obtained during different years for the same market follow similar probability distributions, there exist discrepancies between RTLMP distributions during different years. These statistical discrepancies may decrease the RTLMP prediction accuracy if the prediction model is trained using historical RTLMPs only. Therefore, additional information is needed for training the GAN model. Day-Ahead LMP Data: RTLMPs tend to be strongly correlated with DALMPs, since generators committed in the dayahead market may affect the total generation capacity and overall energy price in the real-time market. As an example, the correlation coefficient between DALMPs and RTLMPs in ISO-NE is 66.38% in 2018 [29] . Therefore, historical DALMPs are adopted as training inputs for the GAN model.
Demand Data: System demand patterns and uncertainties could significantly affect RTLMPs. Since locational demand data is public in many electricity markets, these historical demands are included as training inputs for our GAN model. Generation Mix Data: Generation price and quantity offers play critical roles in the LMP formation process. Therefore, historical generation offer data contains important information for predicting RTLMPs. However, in most electricity markets, system-wide generation offer details are published with significant delays, and therefore cannot be fully utilized by market participants for their price prediction problem. To resolve this issue, we adopt historical hourly generation mix data that is publicly available in some markets (such as SPP [30] ) in training our GAN model. Table I shows the correlation coefficients calculated between SPP's historical generation mix (i.e., percentage generation by fuel type) data and historical RTLMP data [30] . It is clear that the percentage generations of certain generation types are highly correlated with RTLMPs in SPP. Therefore, historical hourly generation mix data is adopted in training the RTLMP prediction model for SPP. 
VI. CASE STUDIES
The proposed RTLMP prediction method is tested using historical market data from ISO-NE and SPP. The prediction models are implemented by TensorFlow 2.0 [31] and trained on Google Colaboratory using online GPU for acceleration. Implementation details of the GAN model are presented below.
Neural Network Architecture: The nerual network architecture of our model is inspired by the video prediction model in [24] . Both the generative and discriminative models are deep convolutional neural networks without any pooling/subsampling layers. In the generative model, all the transpose convolutional (Conv2DTranspose) layers are followed by the batch normalization layers and ReLU units. The outputs of the generative model are normalized by a hyperbolic tangent (Tanh) function. In the discriminative model, except for the output layer, all the convolutional (Conv2D) layers and fully-connected (Dense) layers are followed by the batch normalization layers, Leaky-ReLU units, and dropout layers. Details of the nerual network architecture are listed in Table II .
Configuration: All the convolutional (Conv2D) and transpose convolutional (Conv2DTranspose) layers in our model are with kernel size of 3 × 3 and stride size of 1 × 1. The transpose convolutional (Conv2DTranspose) layers in the generative model are padded, the convolutional (Conv2D) layers in discriminative model are not padded. In the discriminative model, the dropout rates are set to 0.3, the small gradients are set to 0.2 when Leaky-ReLU is not active. All the neural networks are trained using standard SGD optimizer with a minibatch size of 4, i.e., M = 4 in Algorithm 1. The learning rates ρ G and ρ D are set to 0.0005, without decay and momentum. The loss functions in (6)-(10) are implemented with the following parameteres: λ adv = λ dcl = 0.2 (in (6)), λ p = λ gdl = 1 (in (6)), p = 2 (in (7)), and α = 1 (in (9)). 
A. Test Case Description
The proposed approach is applied to predict zonal-level RTLMPs in ISO-NE [29] and SPP [30] . For both markets, historical market data from nine price zones are organized into 3 × 3 market data images and videos. The RTLMP prediction accuracy is quantified by the mean absolute percentage error (MAPE). The test case data is described as follows. It should be noted that although the case studies in this section are preformed using zonal LMPs, the proposed method can be easily applied to predicting nodal LMPs if the model is trained using nodal-level market data. Table III shows the RTLMP prediction accuracy of our proposed approach in Case 1. For the ISO-NE test case, the annual MAPEs in 2018 are around 11% for all the nine price zones. There are other works predicting RTLMPs in ISO-NE [32] , [33] . In [32] , a weekly MAPE of 10.87% is achieved by predicting daily average on-peak-hour prices in ISO-NE. Since the daily average on-peak-hour price is the daily averaged price from hour 8 to hour 23, this averaged price is expected to have much smoother behavior and less spikes compared to the hourly RTLMPs in our test case. When tested on raw hourly RTLMPs for an entire year without averaging/smoothing over the testing data, our approach manages to achieve reasonable accuracy compared to [32] . When tested on raw hourly RTLMPs obtained for the same week as [32] at a different year, our approach achieves a weekly MAPE of 9.08%, which outperforms the work in [32] using averaged prices. In [33] , an average MAPE of 10.81% is achieved by predicting ISO-NE prices at four test weeks in March, June, September, and December. However, the testing data in [33] is generated through simulations. The simulation rules assume all possible explicit price-responsive behavior is known, which is not practical in real-world price prediction. Our proposed approach, when tested using year-long actual market data, has very similar MAPEs compared to [33] . In [34] , [35] similar hour-by-hour price prediction approaches are tested using public data from Japan market (with an price prediction MAPE of 14.28%) and Spanish market (with an price prediction MAPE of 15.83%), respectively. Our approach has much lower MAPEs compared to these works. Fig. 6 shows the ground-truth and predicted RTLMPs for VT price zone in ISO-NE during the entire year of 2018. It is clear our predicted RTLMPs closely follow the overall trends of the ground-truth RTLMPs, and successfully capture most price spikes in the testing window. Table IV shows the RTLMP prediction accuracy of our proposed approach in Case 2 and the MAPEs obtained using two other approaches in [12] . The three approaches are tested using the same testing data sets from the SHub and NHub price zones in SPP. Compared to existing works, our proposed approach has better prediction accuracies for both price zones. It is worth mentioning that the prediction accuracies in Case 2 (SPP) are lower than those in Case 1 (ISO-NE). This is because SPP has larger market territory and more market participants compared to ISO-NE. These facts lead to more complex and harder-to-predict market dynamics in SPP. Fig. 7 shows the ground-truth and predicted RTLMPs during the testing window of 8/21/2017-9/3/2017, for the SHub and CSWS price zones in SPP. It is clear that our predictions closely follow the ground-truth RTLMPs and accurately represent the daily and weekly RTLMP variations. The proposed approach also successfully captures several price spikes during Aug 21, Aug 29, Aug 30, and Sep 2. It should be noted that the price spike during Aug 21 appears only in the CSWS price zone (not in the SHub price zone). This spatial characteristic is accurately reflected in the predicted zonal-level RTLMPs. It indicates our proposed approach can learn the spatio-temporal correlations among system-wide RTLMPs successfully. For the price spikes during Aug 23, Aug 25, and Sep 3, although the proposed approach fails to predict the magnitudes of the spikes, it does predict the price changing directions and the shapes of the spikes accurately. The mismatches between the ground-truth and predicted price spike magnitudes contribute significantly to the MAPEs in Case 2. Fig. 8 compares the spatial correlations obtained using predicted RTLMPs with those obtained using ground-truth RTLMPs in Case 2. Each 9 × 9 heatmap matrix in Fig. 8 visualizes the spatial correlation coefficients among 9 price zones in SPP. It is clear our RTLMP prediction model successfully captures the spatial correlations across SPP market. Fig. 8 . The spatial correlation coefficients matrix heatmap generated using predicted RTLMPs (left) and ground-truth RTLMPs (right) in Case 2.
B. Performance Analysis

VII. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, a GAN-based approach is proposed to predict system-wide RTLMPs. Inspired by advanced video prediction models, the proposed method organizes historical market data into the format of images and videos. The RTLMP prediction problem is then formulated as a video prediction problem and solved using the proposed deep convolutional GAN model with multiple loss functions and an ARMA calibration process. Case studies using real-world historical market data from ISO-NE and SPP verify the performance of the proposed approach. Future work could focus on price spikes prediction by incorporating weather and public contingency data.
